COFFEE CAPITAL
Thinking of those overlooking the sea, Piazza Unità d’Italia can be considered one of
the largest and most beautiful squares in the world. Designed by architect G. Bruni
in 1879 and renovated in 1999 by architect B. Huet, it is framed by imposing buildings.
With one’s back to the sea, from left to right one can see the Palazzo del Governo
(Government Palace - architect E. Hartmann, 1905), the seat of the Prefecture, Palazzo Stratti (architect A. Buttazzoni,1839), Palazzo Modello (architect G. Bruni, 1873),
Palazzo del Municipio (Town Hall – architect G. Bruni, 1875), Palazzo Pitteri, the only
one that dates back to the 18th century (architect U. Moro, 1790), Ex Palazzo Vanoli
(architects E. Geiringer and G. Righetto, 1873), Palazzo del Lloyd Triestino, now the
seat of the Region (architect H. Von Ferstel, 1883). The square is enriched with two
other eighteenth-century elements: the baroque Fountain of the Four Continents (the
fifth, Australia, had not been discovered yet) by architect Mazzoleni (1751) and the
column with the statue of the Emperor Charles VI (Fusconi, 1728).

The largest square in Europe overlooking the sea
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Trieste, the daughter of a Mitteleuropean tradition that remains deeply rooted, has a historical
relationship with coffee going back more than 200 years. The city processes it, manufactures
it successfully, but also drinks it with style. Writers like Stendhal, Svevo or Saba
liked to spend whole days sipping it in the city’s coffe houses, a habit inherited by Claudio Magris, Fulvio Tomizza and Paolo Rumiz, as long
as it is in the right places, that have stories to tell and these are not
difficult to find in Trieste. The city’s elegant coffee houses have become real tourist attractions, meeting places both for artists and men of
letters and are often the settings for exhibitions and concerts. From
the bright Caffe degli Specchi, overlooking Piazza Unità d’Italia, on
to the long-established Tommaseo and Caffe San Marco, from the
Caffe Stella Polare and on to the Bar Torinese, with its ebony lined interior reminiscent of an ocean liner as well as the delicious Caffè Pasticceria
Pirona, popular with James Joyce. Among the more recent ones, the worldly Urbanis and
the original Romi are both popular, the latter furnished in original retro taste using historical
relics and particular décor. The link was established in the eighteenth century, when the city
became a free port ready to receive beans from plantations around the world to supply cafés
throughout the Austro-Hungarian Empire, especially those in Vienna, in the twentieth century
becoming a global reference point for coffee. So much so that even today the business goes on
in the city and you can visit - on request - the complete production chain.
Indeed there is even a whole Triestine nomenclature which is useful to know when ordering
a coffee... the
capo is a small cappuccino or macchiato, if
ordered “in b” it means that you
want it in a glass instead of a
cup, “goccia” means
a coffee with just
a splash of milk,
while a “caffè de
cogoma”, for the Triestini means one prepared in a moka (perculator).
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The monuments of the San Giusto hill, which date back to the Roman and Medieval
ages, are evidence of life in a very old Trieste. On the contrary, the beginning
of the city’s modern history may be 1740, the year in which Maria Theresa
sat on the throne of Austria affecting, with reforms and initiatives, most
of Austrian life and, as a consequence, the fate of Trieste.
Trieste stands out against the blue sea and sky of the northern Adriatic
region, looking like a sort of last Mediterranean mirage to those who
travel along this stretch of coast. Trieste’s originality and diversity can
be seen in the succession of streets and beautiful squares overlooked
by imposing palaces of considerable architectural value.
The city centre comprises magnificent buildings, often in the neoclassical style,
situated next to interesting examples of eclectic, art nouveau and neo-gothic style.
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CITY OF LITERATURE
The cultural background of Trieste has always provided inspiration for intellectuals and
writers. If we go through the annals of distinguished citizens, we can begin with the
locals Italo Svevo, Scipio Slataper and Umberto Saba. In 1919, the latter acquired a
bookshop in via San Nicolò, not far from the statue depicting him, with hurried steps.
The shop soon became a cultural meeting place and is still in business today, with a
wide selection of old and rare books, prints and maps. Svevo, that is to say Ettore
Schmitz, the author of “The Confessions of Zeno” or “Zeno’s Conscience” and “Senility”, instead has his own
museum, housing portraits, letters and manuscripts
in the Public Library in Piazza Hortis, in front of
which there is a bronze sculptural portrait of the writer going for a walk.
The third town sculpture on a human scale celebrating one
of the literary greats who lived in Trieste is, however, in
Via Roma, on the bridge that crosses the Canal Grande,
Ponterosso, and is dedicated to the famous James
Joyce, who lived in Trieste just at the time he wrote some of his most famous works, written for the
most part in his beloved Pirona pastry shop.
Also worthy of mention as “adopted sons” are the
Istrian author Fulvio Tomizza and the Englishman Sir Richard Francis Burton, explorer,
orientalist and translator of famous
works including “The Thousand and
One Nights”, and great contemporaries such as Boris Pahor, Paolo Rumiz, Susanna Tamaro and
Claudio Magris.

VITTORIA LIGHTHOUSE
The 70 metre Vittoria lighthouse stands on Gretta hill, 60 metres above the sea, on the foundations of the Austrian Fort Kressich, built in 1854.
It was designed by the architect Arduino Berlam and commissioned in 1927. As well as a guide for nocturnal navigation
in the Gulf of Trieste, it also serves as a monument commemorating sailors who died during the First World War.
The Trieste lighthouse is clad with stone slabs from the
Karst and Istria, and surmounted by a dome housing the
lantern, which has an average range of 30 miles.
Giovanni Mayer›s copper statue, Winged Victory, stands on
the dome, while below the lighthouse lies the anchor of the
destroyer Audace, the first Italian ship to dock at the port of
Trieste in 1918, giving its name to the Audace pier.

THE CASTLE OF MIRAMARE
The white Castle of Miramare, a symbol of the city, was designed in an eclectic style by the Austrian engineer Carl Junker and built between 1856 and 1860 for Archduke Maximilian of Habsburg and his wife Charlotte of Belgium. Overlooking
the Gulf of Trieste it was also visited on several occasions by the Princess
Sissi. The luxurious residence, now a museum, combines Gothic, Medieval and Renaissance styles.
Inside, the original furnishings of the splendid halls are by the craftsmen Franz and Julius Hofmann. Shortly before entering the verdant
tree covered park, decorated with sculptures and full of valuable plant
specimens, there are the stables that have become a venue for large
exhibitions, and the Castelletto, lived in during the 1930’s by the Dukes
of Savoy-Aosta. The surrounding sea is a protected marine reserve and has
a centre that organises recreational activities such as guided ecotours, diving or
residential environmental education weeks.

MULTIRELIGIOUS TRIESTE
The jewish temple

The Jewish temple in Trieste is one of the largest in Europe.It was built in 1908-12 to the
plans of Ruggero Berlam, in collaboration with his son Arduino.

SURROUNDINGS
Serbian-orthodox church of San Spiridione

The building is characterized by a neo-classical facade whereas, inside, it preserves
the eighteenth century structure rich in wonderful decorations, and precious liturgical
furnishings.

Opened to worship in 1868 and built in neo-Byzantine style, it is characterized by sumptuous interiors thanks to the imposing presence of gold decorations. The interior is
decorated with exquisite frescos and oil paintings. The four prized icons in the
iconostasis are of great artistic value. Covered in gold and silver, they were
produced in Russia in the early nineteenth century. A striking, large silver
candelabrum stands in front of the iconostasis. It was donated by the Russian Grand Duke Paul Petrovich Romanov during his visit to Trieste in 1772.

San Giusto cathedral

Evangelical lutheran church

Greek-orthodox church of San Nicolò dei Greci

San Giusto Cathedral was born in the 14th century from the union of two previous 9thand 10th-century basilicas; standing on a worship area of the Romanesque age, on the
outside it is enriched with a Gothic rose window in white stone. The interior is divided
into five naves, rich in works of art. The mosaics of the apse and walls provide a remarkable effect.

An Evangelical community of the Augustan Confession has existed in Trieste since 1778. In 1786, the Lutherans acquired the church dedicated to Our
Lady of the Rosary, located in the oldest part of Trieste. The church was later resold
to the city in 1870, making it possible to build the current Evangelical Lutheran church
in Largo Panfili.

Napoleonic Trail

An easy path that offers beautiful views, suitable for bicycles and families with young children and pushchairs.This easy path offers beautiful glimpses and panoramic views of the city and the Gulf of Trieste.

The Tram to Opicina

Trieste is home to a really unusual and evocative means of travelling from the city centre to the Carso
plateau – rattling up the tracks of via Commerciale on board the old Tram de Opicina, a true institution in the city.

Grotta Gigante (Giant Cave)

Located in Borgo Grotta, this cave is a perfect example of a subterranean Karst environment. It is
listed by Guinness World Records as the tourist cave with the world›s largest chamber. Just to give
an idea of the impressive size of this cavern: one of the chambers, the «Grande Caverna», is 98.5 m
high, 167.6 m long and 76.3 m wide. The maximum depth reached on the visitors› path is 101.1 m.
Impressive, isn‘t it?

Rilke Trail

The trail is named after the poet Rainer Maria Rilke, who lived as a guest of the
princes Thurn and Taxis at Duino Castle. The Rilke Trail is a beautiful scenic walk that
connects Sistiana to Duino, running alongside the Falesie di Duino Nature Reserve.

Rosandra Valley

One of the landscapes most cherished by Trieste residents, this has been a place for
meeting and relaxing for generations, as well as one of the most valued rock climbing
areas in Europe. This was where Emilio Comici, one of the greatest and most elegant
climbers of all time, first learnt his craft. The 15 km-long Rosandra Stream starts in
Slovenia at 413 m above sea level, crosses the Karst plateau, circles around Mount Carso,
flows into the valley and finally empties into the Bay of Muggia. Inhabited since antiquity,
for centuries this valley was the route to the sea from the Karst plateau, known as the «Via
del sale» (Salt Route).

